



RESTORE INTIMACY 


Is the way you talk hurting the love in your marriage? 

When passion fades people wonder if they chose the wrong partner. They worry about their 
partner’s bad habits. They doubt if they will ever feel “in love” with their partner again.


But none of this does anything to solve the problem. In fact, it makes things worse. 


If you are serious about rekindling love and intimacy in your marriage, there is one critical place 
you need to look. 


Namely, how you talk to each other. 


Talk the wrong way, expect struggle and suffering. 


Talk the right way, and open the floodgates of warmth and connection. 


Make this one change and feel the love and joy rush back into your marriage. 


Ignore this simple concept and expect things to continue the way they are going. 


How do we talk so that we deepen intimacy and connection? It’s simple.


Use Heart Talk, instead of Head Talk. 

When you get stuck in a “he said, she said” argument, you are head talking. 


When you are focusing on what your partner is doing wrong, you are head talking. 


When you are trying to solve a problem, you are head talking. 


Most of us do this. It’s not wrong or bad, it just simply doesn’t work for building intimacy and 
connection. If you want to restore love in your marriage it’s critical to get out of your heads and 
into your hearts. 


Being in our hearts can be scary. It’s vulnerable. We might think that we expose ourself to more 
hurt by Heart Talking. 


But the reality is, the hurt and pain we feel is coming from the Head Talk we do to ourselves. 


Being in our hearts is always a more fulfilling, connected and intimate experience. Give it a try 
and see for yourself!
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HEAD TALK vs HEART TALK 
To make this easy for the visual learners out there, here’s a sketch I made of this concept of 
Head Talk vs Heart Talk. (I hope you like my drawing!)


Arguments live in the realm of Head Talk. 


Criticism and blame live in the realm of Head Talk. 


Boring conversations live in the realm of Head Talk. 


Disconnection is a sure sign of Head Talk. 


If what you want is connection, it is critical to get good at Heart Talk. 


If you want understanding, you need Heart Talk. 


If you want warmth and love, you need Heart Talk. 


It is just that simple. If you want to stop drifting apart and start coming back to each other, it is 
absolutely critical that you start talking with your heart, instead of talking with your head. 


I am committed to helping people lean how to have Heart Talk Conversations instead of Head 
Talk Conversations, so if you are interested in developing this skill, keep your eyes out for more 
great resources on the Art of Heart Talk. 


Until then, keep practicing speaking from your heart!


Wishing you an easy, peaceful and passionate marriage. 

Warmly, 


Mi!a" She"y        www.happilymarried.ca


